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Please describe the results of your project and compare them to your original expectations.   
Elaborate on how well your objectives were met and how they might have changed. Note any 
particular obstacles that may have prevented your achieving full satisfaction on desired outcomes. 

 
I am very pleased with how the project went, and everyone who has used the flume has expressed 
satisfaction with it and how the target audiences react.  We were able to get the flume in time for the 
inaugural Coast Day last year, which was a very important objective.  We had Marine Science students 
demonstrate the flume during Coast Day and explain waves and wave shoaling to the general public.  In 
our surveys of event attendees, the flume was one of the most-often cited favorite attractions.   
 
We have also used it during several other events in the past year.  We took it to New Jersey Sea Grant’s 
Ocean Fun Days in May.  We had an informative display about waves, a kids activity about oysters, and 
we were also recruiting for Stockton and the MARS program.  The flume was used in 2 learning activities, 
for the STEM camps Teen Tech and Tech Trek.  For the Teen Tech event we used it to explain how waves 
transform at the coast and move sediment.  We had the students measure waves in the flume, calculate 
some things, and try to build Lego structures that would resist wave erosion.  The Tech Trek camp 
involved younger students, so the learning objective was changed to demonstrating wave processes.   
 
All of the demonstrations and lesson plans used will probably be revised repeatedly, but the flume has 
seemed effective for different levels of learning, and definitely attracts attention in public “faire-like” 
environments.  The only real negative about using the flume is transporting it.  It is large and unwieldy, 
requires a large truck, and has several important parts to move, but a more efficient moving system may 
be developed eventually. 
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FINANCES:  Based on your proposal, please outline below how the award has been spent. 

 Amount Notes/Comments 

Beginning Budget Balance as of:  $ 4370  

    


